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CONVERTING MACHINES:
• FOAM / AIR-BUBBLE BAG AND SHEET MAKING MACHINE
• FOAM / AIR-BUBBLE SHEET MAKING MACHINE
• OTHER CONVERTING MACHINES

ALEMO's converting machines has been designed and developed
on our know-how and experience achieved in the packaging
sector. The machines are safe and easy to use thanks to specific
technical capabilities and high quality equipment integrated
inside.

Automatic bag and sheet making machine
The machine was designed to transform coils of flexible
packaging material into various formats and bags to different
sizes. Completely automatic control system allows easy use of the
machine. One good experienced worker can manage two
machines together.
Welding system allows welding constant temperature
control. Welding time, bar closer pressure and welding
temperature can easily be set on the touchscreen panel which
gives perfect control on production process and final product.
The design of the sheet motion control and welding/cutting
system is done in a way that produces bags or sheets in precise
tolerances, even when cutting more sheets at one time.
Acceleration, deceleration and speed of sheet motion can be
easily set to work with the parameters that best fit the worked
material.
Up to six bags can be produced in one step, using the cut/weld
system and slitting knives, punching the bags in-line or even do
the pre-cut/tear-off cutting, transversally and longitudinally.
Plank lamination machine
The machine was specifically designed in order to achieve
maximum productivity with lowest scrap ratio. The result is
machine laminating up to seven (7) rolls in one step at speeds up to
40m/min.
The machine can laminate input material from 6 to 25 mm thick;
for higher final thickness requirements plank to plank lamination
can be performed.
Other converting machines
-

Strips EPE + LD production machine
Slitters and other cutting machines
Pre-cutting machines
Corner-making machines
Winders of different sizes
Specially designed machines, custom made
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Technical specification

AUTOMATIC
BAGLength
AND of
SHEETMax.
MAKING
MACHINE
Productivity
of
n°
Average
n°
Efficiency
material
cuts/h
cuts/h
AWC 1600
for bags
Machine
width
1600
2500
mm
(63-98“)
tow (mm)
Max. number of rolls
in production

8 rolls
EPE,
air - bubble,
EPE Laminates

Materials
Work on full speed, can be
achive the time of rolls
exchange doesn’t affect
Max.
cuts/h
significantly.

2200 cuts/h

Only one
skilled
operator
on two
machines

Products produced on machine

The speed must be slow
Bags
Pouches
down because
of/increasing
length of the product and

Formats

The speed must be slow
down because of increasing
length of the product and
because of the length of
longitudinal welding barsPLANK LAMINATION MACHINE
(more than 1 weld/bag).
The time of rolls exchange
Width
2000 mm
begin to affect.
Max. number of rolls

7 rolls

Max. operational speed

40 m/min

Lamination method

hot air

Product produced on machine

Plank

One
skilled
operator
plus one
helper per
machine

